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   letter from CHAIRMAN

Marco Fantham 
Editor 
markfantham@gmail.com

021 0675710

EDITORS NOTE

STORY SUBJECT PRIVACY
Some names have been changed for 
privacy reasons and have been noted 
as such.  We are always interested in 
peoples success stories because they 
motivate others.  If you know of a story 
that ought to be in this publication 
please contact us.  We don't mind 
changing names for privacy purposes.

Micheal Phelps:  "So many people 
along the way, whatever it is you 
aspire to do, will tell you it can’t be 
done. But all it takes is imagination. 
You dream. You plan. You reach. 
There will be obstacles. There will 
be doubters. There will be mistakes. 
But with hard work, with belief, with 
confidence and trust in yourself 
and those around you, there are no 
limits.

The concept of self-reliance implies we have an 
obligation to develop our talents and abilities so 
that we can support ourselves and our families.  

Beyond that however, we are exhorted many times in 
the scriptures to do more than this.  As we develop 
our talents we find ourselves in a position to ‘give 
back’. 

The LDS-BPA is all about educating, mentoring and 
giving back.  The LDS-BPA  provides a link between 
church members and their aspirations and the real 
world of careers and business. 
Over the next two to three months, the LDS-BPA is 
upgrading its website and membership database.  
We will be inviting you to join or renew your 
membership and be part of a truly worthwhile cause.

Laurence Day

 In D&C 82: 18-19 we read

‘… that every man may improve upon 
his talent that every man may gain 

other talents, yea even an hundred fold 
to be cast into the Lord’s storehouse … 
every man seeking the interest of his 

neighbour, and doing all things with an 
eye single to the glory of God.’
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“A mentor is someone who sees more 
talent and ability within you, 

than you see in yourself, and helps 
bring it out of you.”

A big reason to join the LDS-BPA...

Jesse Armstrong (Founder & CEO at Vaka Interactiv) has 
been mentored and also become a mentor.
He describes their journey, "We 
started Vaka Interactiv after 
completing Launching Leaders in 
Auckland.  We were told about an 
accelerator program for start-up 
businesses down in Wellington at Te 
Papa Museum.  We applied and were 
accepted into the Mahuki Innovation 
Program 2017.  "Our program theme 
was focused on libraries, galleries 
and museums.  It was intense.  We 
learned a lot.  Equity was exchanged 
as a result of the investment in our 
company.
"We were required to study strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats to the Library, Gallery and Museum Business Model.  
The experience made us look at our own strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats.  We realised we needed help to develop the 
commercial potential in our own business.
"There were a lot of things we didn't know and were even oblivious to.  
We also realised that we didn't have the experience we needed.  We 
relied on mentors significantly to get us through that.
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"The mentors we got paired up with were Miriame Barbarich and... 
John Moore that have been running a successful design agency in 
Wellington for 12 years.  They said to us "Hey we love what you guys 
are doing, we feel we could add a lot of value to what you are doing, 
by teaching you more about the design process as it relates to large 
organisation clients, with an average sale value to them of $100,000+.
They went on, "We have a large office space in Wellington that we 
would like to share with you.  So if you would like to stick around 
Wellington, we would love to have you move in to our spare office 
space."  Jesse adds, "It felt good so we moved in."
"As a result of being located so close to them, we had built in mentors 
for 40 hours a week.  Again, we were able to learn a lot in a very short 
space of time.  We have been there now since 2017.
"Since then we have received a lot of mentoring from them, which is all 
in design work and projects.  Our business is heavily project focused, 
so a lot of their methodologies, we were able to learn and adapt for our 
own purposes.
"Our team didn't know how to close the sales process on a big budget 
deal, quite a big process to work through with a lot of steps and people 
to talk to.  We had no idea on how to navigate that.  Miriame and John 
were able to find us a specialist sales advisor with 32 years experience, 
named Bruce Smith.  He helped us craft a sales process that worked.

"As our company has started to develop a good reputation, we have 
been approached by other organisations and people to become 
mentors.  As often business people ask for people that are currently 
living the process.  I have mentored a few times now.  It has been 
extremely gratifying to me.  

Join the LDS-BPA to get mentored or become a mentor.  q

BACK: Jaemen Busby (CCO), Lachlan Cook (Rigging Lead) and Noel Thomas (Developer)
FRONT: Andrea Fua (COO), Jesse Armstrong (CEO), Justin Perez (3D Artist), Kate Selby-Bennetts 

(Digital Artist)
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That moment when I realised...

Launching Leaders 
could change the world

Launching Leaders is a personal development 
and leadership course powered by faith. The 
course gives you practical tools that open doors 

to a life of fulfillment and forward progress. 

Course topics include: 
• Developing your core values, 
• Planning your life, 
• Living congruent, 
• Finding mentors, and 
• Financial fitness. 
When you develop your complete self, combining proven 
principles with spirituality in your everyday life, you can 
accomplish your life’s true purpose.

You can create your future.
We are so passionate about helping you create your future 
we are offering our first class in the online course, free 
of charge. Simply login and find out for yourself if the 
principles and practices we teach make everyday sense and 
increase your happiness and success.
https://llworldwide.litmos.com/self-signup
Enter code: LaunchME

Jim Ritchie talking about 'THE FORMULA' 
Ward Street Institute Building Hamilton, New Zealand 2015
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Pictured: Terry Pitts, Steve Hitz, James Ritchie, Laurence Day 
Kicking off the online Launching Leaders in New Zealand 2015 
(Hamilton)

Launching Leaders

Jim Ritchie retired when he was 31 yrs old with 8 children 
and a wife.  During his time retired he decided he wanted to 
'give back' by helping other people to be successful in their 

business or career.  So he developed some principles he had 
learned at 'Franklin Planners' and started teaching them.
Principles like; Get up early, Educate Yourself, Make Your Mark, 
Find Your Oil.  Jim developed the program more by teaching it 
to others.  Later one of his young disciples Steve Hitz returned 
to meet Jim years later.  Steve wanted to thank and congratulate 
his mentor about the program's success, when they both realised 
that the Launching Leaders training system could be taken to the 
rest of the world.
Terry Pitts helped bring the program to LDS  members in New 
Zealand, starting back in 2012.
Laurence Day became the New Zealand convener and a board 
member of Launching Leaders World Wide.  
Launching Leaders is now online and available on four continents 
North America, Europe, Africa, Australia (NZ).  Fifth continent is 
South America coming soon.  There are:
• 1228 users registered online (all users)
• 41 groups completed in 2018
• 12 groups running or starting now, 2019
• 11 interfaith groups since beginning 
• 58 groups total since beginning of online course in 2016.  q

Launching Leaders was:
Born in the USA and Raised in New Zealand
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L D S 
Business & Professionals' Assoc

We support these causes:
• Aspire eMagazine - LDS Business & Professionals' News.
• Launching Leaders - Auckland & Hamilton, NZ
• Friday Night Seminar Series - Hamilton [some live streaming]
• Lift Your Game
• Special Guest Evenings
• Dragons Den
• LDS-Business & Professionals Market Day

We have also sponsored:
• Alyssa Herawani - International Womens Basketball.
• Garth Watene - 5 LDS NZ History Movies.
• Graham Smith - Unification of Maori Whakapapa.
• Mentoring - Over 200 Launching Leaders graduates or Friday 

Night Seminar attendees.

Help us to influence a whole generation of 
LDS to achieve temporal & spiritual success
$70 pa LDS-BPA Membership Sign Up 

12 Week Course - 4 Locations
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A u c k l a n d  2 0 1 9

1
Redoubt Stake - Redoubt Rd Chapel 

High Council Room

[Semester 1] 
Start: Wed 06 Mar 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

[Semester 2]
Start: Wed 07 Aug 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

Contact: Roselene Walker - 027 626 2537

12 Week Course - 4 Locations

2
Papatoetoe Stake - Yates Rd Chapel 

High Council Room

[Semester 1]
Start: Wed 20 Mar 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

[Semester 2]
Start: Wed 12 Jun 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

Contact: Lilian Arp - 027 201 8184

4
Harbour Stake - Sunset Rd

Self Reliance Room

[Semester 1]
Start: Wed 05 Mar 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

[Semester 2]
Start: Wed 20 Jul 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

Contact: Debbie Valetti - 021 943 569

3
Mt Roskill Stake - Rua Rd Glendene 

Chapel
Self Reliance Room

[Semester 1]
Start: Wed 05 Mar 2019, 7pm-8:30pm

Contact: Judy Nikora - 021 818 496
Contact: Raewyn Vijohn - 027 451 3575
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DATE HAMILTON ONLY - LDS-BPA EVENT CALENDAR 2019 (FIRST HALF)
Friday Night Seminar
22 Feb - 7pm Temple 
View

Side Hustle - Moonlighting on the Internet
Need some extra cash on the side? Get Your Side Hustle going. Start an Online Business in your 
spare time, based around something you’re passionate about... (Presenter: Rob Belbin & Guests)

Friday Night Seminar
01 Mar - 7pm Temple 
View

Friday Night Seminar 
08 Mar - 7pm Temple 
View

Friday Night Seminar 
29 Mar - 7pm Temple 
View

Buying Your 1st Home
Needs vs Wants. Location, Price vs Affordability, The Deposit: how much and how to get it (savings, 
Kiwisaver, family, friends) Banks - what they want to know an how to present that info. Pitfalls vs 
opportunities (Presenter: Laurence Day & Guests)

Friday Night Seminar 
05 Apr - 7pm Temple 
View

Property as an Investment 1 
Getting started - Ownership structures. What can I afford? Deposits, borrowings, securities, 
guarantees. Finding the right property. What to look for/What to avoid/Do up vs Done up, Putting 
together a deal. What the seller wants. What the buyer wants. What the agent wants! Tenants - How 
to get good ones, tenancy law, pitfalls. (Presenter: Laurence Day & Guests)

Sunday LL Devotional 
07 Apr - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders Devotional 
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Wed. Launching Leaders
10 Apr - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders 1 & 2
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Wed. Launching Leaders 
17 Apr - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders 3 & 4
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Wed. Launching Leaders 
24 Apr - 7pm ward St

Launching Leaders 5 & 6
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Wed. Launching Leaders
01 May - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders 7 & 8
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Friday Night Seminar 
03 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Entrepreneurship 1
Attributes of an Entrepreneur. What does an Entrepreneur know and do that you can learn? 
(Presenter: Laurence Day & Guests)

Wed. Launching Leaders
08 May - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders 9 & 10
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Friday Night Seminar 
10 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Entrepreneurship 2
Is my business idea good enough? How to analyse whether your idea “has legs”. (Presenter: 
Laurence Day & Guests)

Friday Night Seminar  
17 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Entrepreneurship 3 
How to turn your idea into a real business The fundamental principles of a successful business. 
(Presenter: Laurence Day & Guests)

Wed. Launching Leaders 
15 May - 7pm Ward St

Launching Leaders 11 & 12
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential

Wed. Launching Leaders
22 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Launching Leaders Finals evening
All students pitch their Business Plan/Career Plan to a panel of Judges - Prize giving and supper

Fri. Special Guest 
Speakers
24 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Special Guest evening  
We’ll be inviting someone special to motivate and uplift you (2018 was Shane Reti and Virginia 
Crawford) supper provided

Fri. Dragons Den 
31 May - 7pm Temple 
View

Dragons’ Den
Get a chance to pitch your business or career idea for $1000 of Sponsored Prizes

Sat. Market Day 
01 Jun - 8am Temple View

LDS Market day
Come along and try LDS products and services. This is a great opportunity for LDS Entrepreneurs to 
present and sell their wares. Food, Drink, Clothing, Jewellery, Artwork, Professional & Trade Stands, 
Natural Health, Consultancy, Computer, Legal, Accounting, etc. (All inclusive)

Friday Night Seminar 
07 Jun - 7pm Temple View

Social Media 
Learn how to use the promotional features of Social Media Raise Your Business or Career Profile 
(Presenters to be announced)

Friday Night Seminar  
14 Jun - 7pm Temple View

Friday Night Seminar 
21 Jun - 7pm Temple View
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Friday Night Seminars
Temple View, High Council Room

The LDS-BPA since 2014 has been getting 
business and professional people in on a Friday 

Night to present business training and business 
opportunities.  
This is a fantastic time to network, fellowship, get training, 
and or find a mentor or become a mentor.
On the opposite page is our Hamilton Calendar for 2019 
(first half) including the Friday Night Seminars dates and 
venues.  It also includes the dates and venues for Launching 
Leaders (Hamilton only).
Here is a list of previous Friday Night Seminars that have 
been a big hit and which we will probably run in the second 
half of 2019:
• The Universal Sales Cycle
• Marketing 101
• Time/Self Management
• Becoming a  Capable Public Speaker
• Asset Protection, Estate Planning, Wills, Trusts and 

Enduring Powers of Attorney. q

H A M I LT O N  2 0 1 9

Sunday 07 Apr 2019, 7pm Ward St 
Launching Leaders Devotional 
Discovering and Achieving Your Full Potential
Contact person:  Michelle Miller ph 027 425 0035
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Brian and Tracey came from China to settle in New 
Zealand.  They weren’t here long when they heard about 
Launching Leaders.  

Brian and Tracey were unsure about attending Launching Leaders at 
first, but they heard they could network with other business people 
and that the content was exceptional.  So they thought they’d give it a 
try.
“We were fearful at first because New Zealand is a new country and 
culture for us and we didn’t have much social confidence, let alone 
business confidence.
Brian goes on, “We wanted to improve our situation, but we were very 
reluctant to leave our jobs and take a huge chance, that might not pay 
off.
“Mentoring was part of the Launching Leaders program and it was a 
crucial aspect for us in 'moving forward' with our dreams as a family.  
"It was also amazing that our mentor in the LDS-BPA was willing to give 
his time and expertise to help us, truly out of the goodness of his heart.  
We couldn’t have done it without his input, as he helped us gain the 
confidence we needed to actually take a chance and launch,” says Brian
“The other huge thing we enjoyed with Launching Leaders was; as a 
part of the course you are required to produce a personal constitution 
and a life plan each.  We also learned a system called ‘THE FORMULA’, 
which breaks down what your routine should be like each day.  No 
other courses we know of teach these things together, making 
Launching Leaders incredibly unique. 
“Our mentor advised us not to start from scratch, but to buy a ‘going 
concern’ each first, then develop each business.  We needed ‘quiet 
assurance’ from the mentor, which we got.  This allowed us to take 
courage and launch.
“On top of all that we weren’t really sure of the business culture in New 
Zealand, how kiwis buy and sell between themselves.  It’s different to 
how things are done in China.

From Employee to 

Employer 
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“In China things are different in two ways:

1.  In China if you start a business you NEVER sell it, as you give it to 
your children to take over from you.  In New Zealand it’s different.  The 
average business is bought and every five to seven years.

2.  In China you expect the price of a business be inflated because of 
the inflated accounts.  In New Zealand they operate a policy to reveal 
the ‘good the bad and the ugly’ through a stricter valuation system.

“It took us three years from launch time to break even, but now we are 
in a growth stage with both businesses and it is giving us the lifestyle 
we wanted, which was to spend more time with our kids." 
Brian goes on “We never would have taken the leap of faith it took to 
go from employee to employer without the ‘hand holding and ideas 
bouncing’ opportunities which were afforded us through the mentoring 
born out of ‘Launching Leaders’ and the ‘Friday Night Seminars’.
“After Launching Leaders we went to a number of Friday Night 
Seminars where the LDS-BPA have specialist speakers on 
Entrepreneurship, Marketing, Sales, Public Speaking, Leadership, Side 
Hustle, etc.  ‘Mentors’, ‘Presenters’ and ‘Guests’ come in and deliver 
training seminars to share their skills and inspire others to do more 
training and personal development.
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How going to a 
Friday Night Seminar 
was great for my family

Jarom Armstrong
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Jarom and Maria-Elisa Armstrong were a young married 
couple when they purchased their first home in Auckland. 
It was bigger than what they needed so after a basic renovation 

they decided to rent the home out.  Over a period of time Jarom 
went to some random real estate and landlord seminars and learned 
about what he could do to leverage his small investment into a larger 
opportunity.  “I learned a lot from these seminars however, they were 
also sales opportunities to sell services to us like mortgages, insurance, 
rental services and the like,” he explains.
Having moved to Hamilton Jarom went to one of the LDS-BPA Friday 
Night Seminars.  After his first seminar there 'Buying Your 1st Home' he 
realised he could actually leverage his current situation to buy another 
home.  He went home excited and told his wife.  They went to the next 
two seminars together as a ‘night out’ for a couple of Fridays.  
Jarom’s family’s financial pathway is very clearly defined now.  He can 
set his family up to enjoy his early retirement.  Jarom said he will be 
savoring his early freedom by spending more time learning his guitar 
and polishing his Te Reo Maori.

Jarom’s advice to other people is: 

“Go to the Friday Night Seminars” 

“I really liked Laurence Day’s property investment seminar because 
he wasn’t trying to sell us anything.  He just wanted to ‘give back’ and 
help-other people leverage themselves into a future of success and 
then be also in a position themselves, to give back to whatever projects 
or cause they love" Jarom concludes.

Jarom Armstrong
Sports Chiropractor 
(07) 390-2447

Jarom has completed a Master of Health Sciences and specialty post-
graduate training in sports and exercise medicine through the University of 
Otago, Christchurch School of Medicine.
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Bill Frearson does Launching Leaders, 
the Friday Night Seminars, 

perfects his Side Hustle 
...and gets a New Job

From 'Grease Monkey' to Nissan Sales Exec
Bill Frearson was working as a mechanic when he could see an opportunity 
in the market place, to buy and sell used vehicles.  Cars, motorcycles, 
performance vehicles and everyday commuters.
Bill developed a system to identify vehicles which he could 'fix up' and sell for 
a profit.  He would identify a vehicle and calculate:

1.  How much the purchase price should be 'for him'
2.  How much he would have to spend to get he vehicle 'saleable' again
3.  How much profit he could make, and
4.  Figure out if it was worth his time...

Bill, Aorangi and family
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Bill does his research and gets his Side Hustle going...
Bill Lays it out,  
"If I saw an opportunity arise in person, or on Trademe, I would 
work out how much potential the opportunity had.  Then I would 
contact the owner for a chat.
"I'd find out if they still had the vehicle, why they wanted to sell it 
and how much hey wanted.  Then I would say 'Would you accept 
this amount, subject to me viewing the car?'
"Generally this will bring the price down a bit.  Then I would 
arrange a viewing the car.  At this point I would use my knowledge 
and expertise to bring the price down even more.
"Then I'd make an offer to the owner and sometimes they would 
accept.  Then I would buy the vehicle fix it up and sell it.  All the 
time hoping to make a 'worth my while' profit.  
"Most times this has worked really well for me selling all manner 
of vehicles to a range of people.  I bought a Nissan Primera once 
for $600 and sold it for $12,000."  

Bill wraps up,  
"Later, I went to a Friday Night Seminar where Hamish and 
Laurence were speaking.  The theme was Sales 101.  At the 
seminar, 5 books were mentioned which I decided to read.

1.  Rich Dad, Poor Dad - Robert Kiyosaki
2.  The eMyth Revisited - Michael Gerber
3.  Richest Man in Babylon - George Samuel Clason
4.  The Go-giver - Bob Berg and John Mann
5.  Greatest Salesman in the World - Og Mandino

After the Friday Night Seminar Bill spoke with Hamish several 
times and decided to move from being a mechanic into sales.  
After doing the recommended reading and completing the 
Launching leaders course he took the plunge and began applying 
for sales jobs and has successfully gained a position with a Nissan 
dealership.
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Bill likes a bit of drifting in his 
spare time.
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You are the Average 
of the 5 People 

You  Spend The Most 
Time With 

Spend your time with great mentors to lift and inspire 
you.  Read about authors that have already forged the 
way and left a path for you to follow.  
Join the LDS-BPA to network and collaborate with other 
like minded individuals.  For a small investment of $70 
pa you get: 
• free admittance to any seminar, all year
• free introduction to a suitable mentor 
• free magazine to keep you informed and educated
• free entry level to our LDS yellow pages on our website
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David & Rebecca 
talk about attending the

LDS-BPA Property Investment Seminar 

1) What was it that triggered your interest to go to 
the first Property Seminar? 

David:  “My wife and I had often thought about a plan to do 
something for our financial future, something that would allow us 
to serve full time missions as soon as our kids had left home.  I saw 
a poster that talked about investing in property with Laurence Day 
(and guests).  I knew he was connected to the LDS-BPA and I had 
heard that the seminars were very popular, in fact hard to get a seat 
at some.  So we decided to go and see what the fuss was about.

2) What did you learn there? 

David:  “At the seminar we were shown a way to get a second 
property as an investment.  
"We talked through our needs and wants, location and affordability.  
The deposit was interesting because we didn’t actually have one.  
We worked out what we could do if we didn’t have a deposit, and a 
strategy for coming up the shortfall.  We then looked at the pitfalls 
and opportunities.
“Next we went on to talk about business ownership structures, 
what we could afford to maintain as a debt and finding the right 
property.  Also, what to look for; a ‘fixer-upper’ or something 
‘already done’.  Then it was how to find the best agent and we also 
worked on what a proposal might look like.  We then discussed 
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what the agent ‘wants’ in a deal.  We also went over how to find 
good tenants while avoiding the hazards.” 

3) What are your goals now as you look forward?

David:  “The seminar went on to talk about strategy moving 
forward, after you had one or two properties.  Including building 
your property portfolio, Risk vs Rewards,  Equity vs borrowings.  
Also, a big issue right now, which is capital gains, ROI, Cash flow 
ROI, The Property cycle, Time and timing, Goals and targets.”

4) Do you have any recommendations for other 
singles or couples?

“I would encourage people to join the LDS-BPA, go to the Friday 
Night Seminars and/or take the Launching Leaders program.  “We 
are so fortunate to have members of the LDS-BPA ‘giving back’ right 
here in Hamilton, by helping other LDS to succeed in their various 
chosen fields, through career or business success.  Finally, I would 
also encourage individuals/couples to read books on property 
investment like the ones recommended, such as: 

Jones on Property by Bob Jones.” 
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Coming Attractions:

Dragons Den

LDS-BPA DRAGONS DEN - Friday 31st May 2019 - 7pm Temple View
Get a chance to pitch your business or career idea for $1000 of sponsored prizes.

All presentations should be up to 7 minutes duration, with up to 7 slides used.  Send in a video 
of your presentation to Steve Cox by the 20th May 2019 (stevec8x@gmail.com).  Entry is free to 

all LDS-BPA members.  Supper provided (gold coin donation).

31 
MAY 
2019

Special Guest Evening 
Free to all - Jim Ritchie - Friday 24 May 2019
We are very lucky to have Jim Ritchie one of the 
original founders of Launching Leaders come to 
New Zealand especially to address us.
“We have taken some of the best training in 
the world and made it available to YSA. This 

material is the gospel in action” explains James Ritchie.  
James and wife Carolyn have been teaching the Launching 
Leaders material for 30 years, on 4 different continents. 
“We’re taught about Captain Moroni, Paul and others at 
church and we know how that works on a Sunday, but we 
seldom realise what the application for the rest of the week 
is.
What a lot of people don’t realise is that the principles which 
are taught by these great leaders are applicable in everyday 
life.”

24
may
2019

TO BE CONFIRMED
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01 
jun 
2019

LDS-BPA Market Day
Following on from previous successful LDS Business Market Days we invite all 
LDS Business and Professionals to contact Steve Cox (stevec8x@gmail.com) 
and book a stall by 01 May 2019, asap - 027 452 8332.
All LDS owned businesses or professionals are welcome, Food, Ethnic 

Cooking, Clothing, Art, Jewellery, Accounting  Professionals, Sport Professionals, Law 
Professionals, Health Professionals, Naturopathic, Herbal, Natural Medicines, Yoga, Gym, 
Plumbers, Builders, Tradies of any kind, Financial Services of any kind, Marketers, Sales Reps, 
Entrainment Industry, Agriculture, Science of any kind, Engineering, IT, Immigration, Career 
Training, Online Services, Content Creation, did I miss anything out?  Because, we'll take any 
kind of business who's spokesperson is a member of the LDS-BPA.  Free stall to all LDS-BPA 
members.  Get in fast as best spots go quickly.  The venue is Temple View Stake Centre Car 
Park from 10am to 1pm - 01 Jun 2019.

Pictures from a previous 
LDS Market Day
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Want an army of followers to sell to?
Want  more followers, subscribers, clients and customers using targeted content in your blogs, 
email, posts, website, App etc.  Not enough time in the day?  Need an explainer video? Maybe 

you need a website up and running? Got a digital publication in mind?  

Call for a free, no obligation chat: 

 
Marco Fantham  - 021 067 5710 

Want to buy or sell your business?

Advertising:


